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Chaos in Switching Converters for Power Management: Designing for Prediction and ControlSpringer, 2012

	This book addresses the need for models and techniques to predict stability boundaries, given trends toward miniaturization of switching power supplies in battery-operated portable devices, which lead to the exhibition of fast-scale chaotic instabilities.  The authors describe a method to predict stability boundaries from a...
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Time-Dependent Problems and Difference MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . fills a considerable gap in the numerical analysis literature by providing a self-contained treatment . . . this is an important work written in a clear style . . . warmly recommended to any graduate student or researcher in the field of the numerical solution of partial...
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Fuzzy Equational Logic (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
The present book deals with algebras, congruences, morphisms, reasoning about identities, classes of algebras and their axiomatizability, etc., from the point of view of fuzzy logic. We therefore deal with topics traditionally studied in universal algebra. Our approach is the following. In classical universal algebra, one works in bivalent setting....
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Wind Energy - Impact of Turbulence (Research Topics in Wind Energy)Springer, 2014

	This book presents the results of the seminar “Wind Energy and the Impact of Turbulence on the Conversion Process” which was supported from three societies, namely the EUROMech, EAWE and ERCOFATC and took place in Oldenburg, Germany in spring 2012.


	The seminar was one of the first scientific meetings devoted to the...
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System Modeling and Optimization : Proceedings of the 21st IFIP TC7 ConferenceSpringer, 2004
This paper initiates a mathematical theory of aeroelasticity centered
on the canonical problem of the flutter boundary — an instability endemic
to aircraft that limits attainable speed in the subsonic regime.
We develop a continuum mathematical model that exhibits the known
flutter phenomena and yet is amenable to analysis...
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Wind Energy Meteorology: Atmospheric Physics for Wind Power Generation (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2012

	This book is intended to give an introduction into the meteorological boundary conditions for power generation from the wind, onshore and offshore. It is to provide reliable meteorological information for the planning and running of this important kind of renewable energy. This includes the derivation of wind laws and wind profile...
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Fluid Mechanics and MachineryNew Age Publications, 2009

	The flow of ideal non-viscous fluids was extensively studied and mathematical theories were developed during the last century. The field of study was called as ‘Hydrodynamics’. However the results of mathematical analysis could not be applied directly to the flow of real fluids. Experiments with water flow resulted in the...
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Digital Library Use: Social Practice in Design and Evaluation (Digital Libraries and Electronic Publishing)MIT Press, 2003
The contributors to this volume view digital libraries (DLs) from a social as well as technological perspective. They see DLs as sociotechnical systems, networks of technology, information artifacts, and people and practices interacting with the larger world of work and society. As Bruce Schatz observes in his foreword, for a digital library to be...
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Improvement Measures of Urban Thermal Environment (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2015

	Maximizing readers’ insights into urban and architectural environmental planning with consideration for the thermal environment, this work highlights how various urban heat-island strategies have been developed and their effectiveness in urban areas. Specific measures to combat the urban heat-island phenomenon, including improvement of...
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Numerical Techniques in Electromagnetics with MATLABCRC Press, 2009

	Despite the dramatic growth in the availability of powerful computer resources, the EM community lacks a comprehensive text on the computational techniques used to solve EM problems. The first edition of Numerical Techniques in Electromagnetics filled that gap and became the reference of choice for thousands of engineers,...
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Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems: Enabling Technologies for Space Exploration (Springer Praxis Books / Astronautical Engineering)Springer, 2009
In this second edition of Future Spacecraft Propulsion Systems, the authors demonstrate the need to break free from the old established concepts of expendable rockets, using chemical propulsion, and to develop new breeds of launch vehicle capable of both launching payloads into orbit at a dramatically reduced cost and for sustained operations in...
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Theories, Methods and Numerical Technology of Sheet Metal Cold and Hot Forming: Analysis, Simulation and Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	Over the last 15 years, the application of innovative steel concepts in the automotive industry has increased steadily. Numerical simulation technology of hot forming of high-strength steel allows engineers to modify the formability of hot forming steel metals and to optimize die design schemes. Theories, Methods and Numerical Technology...
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